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Abstract
Objective-To investigate the mode of inheri-

tance of ulcerative colitis and Crohn's disease by
complex segregation analysis.
Design-Cross sectional population based survey

offamilial occurrence ofchronic inflammatory bowel
disease.
Setting-Population of the Copenhagen county in

1987.
Subjects-662 patients in whom inflammatory

bowel disease had been diagnosed before 1979, of
whom 637 (96%) provided adequate information.
Of 504 patients with ulcerative colitis, 54 had 77
relatives with ulcerative colitis and of 133 patients
with Crohn's disease, five had seven relatives with
Crohn's disease.
Main outcome measures-Patterns of segregation

of either disease as assessed by complex segregation
analysis performed with the computer program
POINTER.
Results-The analysis suggested that a major domi-
nant gene with a penetrance of 0-20-0-26 is present in
9-13% of adult patients with ulcerative colitis. The
analysis did not allow for other components in the
familial aggregation. For Crohn's disease the best
fitting model included a major recessive gene with
complete penetrance, for which 7%/o of the patients
are homozygous. However, this model was not
significantly different from a multifactorial model.
Conclusions-The segregation pattern indicates

that a major dominant gene has a role in ulcerative
colitis, and suggests that a major recessive gene has
a role in Crohn's disease.

Introduction
Familial occurrence of chronic inflammatory bowel
disease has been reported in several studies during the
past decades.'15 The prevalence reported among first
degree relatives seems to be much higher than expected
from the prevalence in the background populations.
Familial aggregation may be due to shared genes as
well as to shared environments-for example common
customs, dietary habits, or exposures to viruses,
toxins, or chemicals.

In a regional study including about 1 0% of the
Danish population we found the population relative
risk of ulcerative colitis and Crohn's disease among
first degree relatives of patients with either disease
to be about 10, which strongly suggests that these
disorders have a genetic cause.6 To explore the mode of

inheritance further we performed a complex segre-
gation analysis.7 This allows testing of hypotheses of
inheritance of a major dominant, additive, or recessive
gene and multifactorial genetic or environmental
inheritance.

Patients and methods
The county of Copenhagen has about 500 000

inhabitants, about 1 0% of the total Danish population.
The annual incidence of ulcerative colitis and Crohn's
disease in this region was estimated for the years 1962
to 1978 and the prevalences on 31 December 1978 were
calculated.8 Of the 694 patients with prevalent disease
in 1978, 662 were alive on 1 January 1987. These
patients served as probands in the present study.
The diagnostic criteria for ulcerative colitis and

Crohn's disease in the probands have been described.68
Briefly, the diagnosis of ulcerative colitis was based
on the presence of at least three of the following
four criteria: a typical history of diarrhoea; stools
containing blood and pus, or both, for more than one
week or in repeated episodes; a typical sigmoidoscopic
appearance, with granulated friable mucosa or ulcera-
tions, or both; histological or cytological signs of
inflammation; and radiological or colonoscopic signs of
ulcerations with or without spiculation or granulation
of the inner surface of the colon proximal to the
rectum. The diagnosis of Crohn's disease was based on
the presence of at least two of the following four
criteria: a history of diarrhoea lasting more than three
months; radiological findings of typical stenoses and
prestenotic dilatation in the small bowel or segments
with a cobblestone appearance in the large bowel;
histological findings of transmural lymphocytic infil-
tration or occurrence of epithelial granulomas with
giant cells of Langhans' type, or both; and the
occurrence of fistulas or abscesses, or both, in a region
of intestinal disease. Before either ulcerative colitis
or Crohn's disease was diagnosed infectious and neo-
plastic diseases had to be ruled out.

In 10 patients who had met the criteria for ulcerative
colitis in 1978 the diagnosis was later changed to
Crohn's disease; the diagnosis was changed to ulcera-
tive colitis in three patients who had originally had
Crohn's disease diagnosed. The diagnoses presented in
this study were those made in 1987-that is, the
conclusion reached after a median 15 (9-49) years of
observation.
We sent a questionnaire requesting complete family

history to each patient. Adequate information was
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obtained from 637 of the 662 patients (96%): 504
patients with ulcerative colitis and 133 patients with
Crohn's disease.6
We telephoned all patients who stated that actual or

possible inflammatory bowel disease was present in one
or more family members and obtained the names and
dates of birth of the affected family members. The
diagnosis was confirmed or excluded by applying the
criteria mentioned above to the relatives' medical
records from hospitals or private physicians. Fifty four
probands with ulcerative colitis had 77 relatives with
the same disease (46 first degree relatives, 22 second
degree, nine third or fourth degree). Two of these 54
probands had two relatives with Crohn's disease, and
another five probands had seven relatives with Crohn's
disease. Five probands with Crohn's disease had seven
relatives with that disease (four first degree, three
second degree), and four Crohn's disease probands had
six relatives with ulcerative colitis. All first degree
relatives of the affected family members were charac-
terised with regard to sex and year of birth (and death).
The occurrence of multiple probands in the families
has been described.6

Patients who refused to participate, who did not
answer the letters or telephone calls, or who were
adopted or unable to give information about bowel
disease in their relatives were not included in the
segregation analysis, nor were children younger than 8
years of age.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

The complex segregation analysis is based on the
distribution of the disease in nuclear families (parents
and their offspring). Each pedigree ascertained on the
basis of the probands can contain one or more nuclear
families. The 504 ulcerative colitis probands belonged
to 495 pedigrees, which were split into 872 nuclear
families with 2414 children; the 133 Crohn's disease
probands belonged to 133 pedigrees, which were split
into 209 nuclear families with 549 children.
The analysis required that any relative with Crohn's

disease in the ulcerative colitis group was considered to
be normal and vice versa in the Crohn's disease group.
In the Crohn's disease group any person dying before
1940 was coded as "unknown" since Crohn's disease
was not described until 1932. Table I gives the
combinations of phenotypes among the parents-the
mating types.

TABLE I-Distribution of 872 ulcerative colitis nuclear families and
209 Crohn 's disease nuclearfamilies by ascertainment and mating type

Mating type*

Type of selection NxN NxA NxU UxU

Ulcerative colitis:
Complete 375
Incomplete 464 20 10 3

Crohn's disease:
Complete 80
Incomplete 122 0 7 0

*N= normal, A= affected, U=unknown status.

We used a segregation analysis based on the so called
mixed model, which incorporates Mendelian inheri-
tance of a single major gene locus, non-Mendelian
polygenic inheritance, and transmissible or non-trans-
missible environmental factors. The model assumes
that the liability to the disease can be described by an
underlying continuous liability scale (y). The liability
of each person is assumed to be determined by the
independent contribution of a major locus (g) (a locus
that causes a displacement of more than one pheno-
typic standard deviation between normal and abnormal
genotypes on the liability scale); a multifactorial
component (c), attributable in theory to a large number
of genetic or environmental influences, or both,

acting additively and transmitted from parents to their
children; and a random, non-transmitted environ-
mental factor (e). The individual liability to disease in
this model is then y=g+c+e. The variance (V) of y is
similarly divided into three components: V=G+C+E,
where G, C, and E are the variances of g, c, and e
respectively. The relative contribution of multifactorial
transmission is defined by H, the heritability (in the
narrow sense), which reflects genetic transmission not
ascribed to a major gene and cultural transmission:
H=CCN. If Z is a parameter that takes intergenera-
tional differences in heritability into account then HZ
denotes the parental heritability.
The major locus, which is assumed to have two

alleles-A and A' producing three genotypes AA,
AA', A'A'-is defined by three parameters: q, the
frequency of the major gene A'; t, the displacement-
that is, the distance measured in standard deviations on
the liability scale between the two homozygous geno-
type class means; and d, the degree of dominance,
expressed as the position of the heterozygous class
mean in relation to the homozygous class mean (d=0
corresponds to a recessive gene, d= 1 to a dominant
gene, and d=0-5 to an additive gene).
The affected state is defined by a threshold (T) on

the liability scale, which is determined from the
morbid risk of disease. For inflammatory bowel disease
the morbid risk varies with age. Hence each person was
assigned to a liability class based on age. The program
used allowed for only nine different liability classes.
Six classes were used for ulcerative colitis (table II).

TABLE II-Liability classes for patients with ulcerative colitis or
Crohn 's disease used in computer analysis

Morbid risk (x 10')
Liability
class Age (years) Ulcerative colitis Crohn's disease

1 8-19 208 122
2 20-29 1265 688
3 30-39 2402 841
4 40-49 2340 734
5 50-59 2419 718
6 >60 1990 485
7 Died 1940-60 aged 0-40 60
8 Died 1940-60 aged -40 25
9 Died 1961-80aged 40 35

For Crohn's disease, which has increased in frequency
during the past 20-30 years,8 9 an additional three
classes were defined for dead subjects based on their
age and year of death (table II). For the living patients
and for those in the Crohn's disease group who died
after 1980 the morbid risks were based on age specific
prevalences obtained by concurrent epidemiological
studies.910 For those in the Crohn's disease group
who died before 1981 the morbid risks were derived
from approximate prevalences obtained in the study
conducted by Binder et al in 1962-78.8

Further details of the analysis are given in the
appendix.

Results
ULCERATIVE COLITIS

Table III gives the results of the complex segregation
analyses for ulcerative colitis. The sporadic model-
that is, the model not including any family resem-
blance (H=q=0)-gave a poor fit compared with the
multifactorial model (H>0) (X2=6O52-(-3081)=
91-33; p<0001). There was no evidence of an inter-
generational difference (Z=0 67) for multifactorial
heritability (x2=-30X81-(-3167)=086). Among
the three models that incorporated a major locus (q> 0)
the recessive model (d=0) did not explain the observed
segregation pattem as well as the dominant model
(X2=2 42 for the recessive model, x2= 5121, p<0-005
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for the dominant model). The additive model
(d=0-5) yielded an equivalent likelihood to that of the
dominant model (d= 1) with corresponding estimated
parameters (same q, and t of the dominant model
equals txd of the additive model). This was due to the
low frequency of the susceptibility allele (43x 10-5) and
the resulting low probability that any of the affected
patients were homozygous. In fact, no families had
both parents affected (table I). There was no evidence
for an additional transmissible multifactorial
component since H always went to zero when iterating
all parameters.
Table IV gives the characteristics of the major

dominant locus for ulcerative colitis by liability class.
The penetrance (probability of having the disease for
given genotype expressed as P (diseaselgenotype)) of
the abnormal allele A' was almost the same for the
liability classes above class 1, being 0-26 in the

TABLE III-Results ofcomplex segregation analysisfor ulcerative colitis

Displacement
Gene between two Degree of

frequency homozygous dominance
Model Heritability Z (q) means (t) (d) -2xlnL+c

Sporadic 0* - 0* 60-52
Multifactorial 0-53 1* 0* -30-81
Multifactorial with

generational
difference 0-57 0-67 0* - -31-67

Recessivemajorlocus 0* 1* 0-048 2-38 0* -34-09
Additivemajorlocus 0* 1* 0-00042 4-43 0.5* -46-86
Dominant major

locus 0* 1* 0-00043 2-21 1* -46-88

Z=parameter that takes intergenerational differences in heritability into account, InL=natural logarithm of the
likelihood, and c=a constant.
*Fixed parameter.

TABLE Iv-Penetrance and contribution of the major dominant locus
for each liability class of ulcerative colitis

P (diseaselgenotype) P (genotypeldisease)
Liability Age
class (years) A A' or A' A' A A A A'

1 8-19 0-08 0-68 0-32
2 20-29 0-20 0-87 0 13
3 30-39 0-26 0-91 0-09
4 40-49 0-26 0-91 0-09
5 50-59 0-26 0-91 0-09
6 60+ 0-24 0-90 0-10

A'=abnormal allele, A=normal allele

TABLE V-Results ofcomplex segregation analysisfor Crohn 's disease

Displacement
Gene between two Degree of

frequency homozygous dominance
Model Heritability Z (q) means (t) (d) -2xlnL+c

Sporadic 0* 0* -1442-30
Multifactorial 0-57 1* 0* -1459-35
Multifactorial with

generational
difference 0-70 0-05 0* -1462-63

Recessivemajorlocus 0* 1* 0-00589 5-96 0* -1465-10
Additivemajorlocus 0* 1* 0-0242 2-76 0.5* -1460-56
Dominant major

locus 0* 1* 0-00013 2-43 1* 1460-21

Z=parameter that takes intergenerational differences in heritability into account, lnL=natural logarithm of the
likelihood, c=a constant.
*Fixed parameter.

TABLE vi-Penetrance and contribution of the recessive major locus for each liability class of Crohn's
diseases

P (genotypeldisease)
Liability Age P (diseaselgenotype)
class (years) A' A' A' A' A' A A A

1 8-19 1-0 0-28 0-01 0-71
2 20-29 1-0 0-05 0-01 0-94
3 30-39 1-0 0-04 0-01 0-95
4 40-49 1-0 0-05 0-01 0-94
5 50-59 1-0 0-05 0-01 0-94
6 60+ 1-0 0-07 0-01 0-92
7 Died 1940-60 aged 0-40 0-99 0-56 0-01 0-43
8 Died 1940-60aged -40 1-0 0-14 0-01 0-85
9 Died 1961-80aged >40 1-0 0-10 0-01 0-89

A'=abnormal allele, A=normal allele.

heterozygote or homozygote for the highest incidence
groups. This means that by age 30-59 a heterozygote or
homozygote has a 26% risk of having ulcerative colitis.
Conversely, the frequency with which disease can be
attributed to the abnormal allele (P(genotypeldisease))
decreased with age. Before the age of 20, 32% of the
patients with ulcerative colitis were heterozygous or
homozygous carriers of the major gene. In the higher
liability classes the probability of an affected individual
being heterozygous or homozygous for the major allele
was about 0 10. This means that about 90% of the adult
patients with ulcerative colitis have a normal genotype.

CROHN 'S DISEASE

Table V shows the results of the segregation analysis
for Crohn's disease. The sporadic model was definitely
ruled out when compared with the multifactorial
model (xI= 17X05). The multifactorial model tended to
fit better when an intergenerational difference was
included (Z estimated at 0 05, corresponding to a
much lower heritability among parents (ZH) than
among offspring (H)), but it was not significantly
better (X2=3-28, p=0-075). The model including a
recessive major locus gave a better fit than the model
including an additive or a dominant locus, but the fit
was not significantly better than for the multifactorial
model with or without a generational difference.
The difficulty in distinguishing between hypotheses

was not surprising since only 209 families with Crohn's
disease were available for analysis. If the recessive
major locus model is accepted the gene frequency
would be 59x10-. Under the major gene models, H
always went to zero so no additional transmissible
multifactorial component was evident.

Table VI shows the penetrance of the major gene
locus in affected subjects with various genotypes by
liability class derived from the model including a major
recessive gene. The overall probability for a patient
with Crohn's disease being homozygous for the major
locus for Crohn's disease was 0 07. Before age 20, 28%
of the patients were homozygous. Penetrance was
almost complete for the recessive homozygote in all
liability classes.

Discussion
In a previous paper we estimated that the sex and age

standardised population relative risk for ulcerative
colitis and Crohn's disease was about 10 among first
degree relatives of probands with ulcerative colitis and
Crohn's disease.6 The size of the relative risk strongly
suggests a genetic contribution." Assuming genetic
influences, the mode of inheritance can be investigated
by segregation analysis of pedigree data.
The results of our complex segregation analysis

suggest that a major dominant gene is present in about
10% of patients with ulcerative colitis. The penetrance
of the dominant gene in adults was estimated at 0-26
hence the risk of disease in an adult offspring of a
patient with ulcerative colitis induced by this gene may
be 13%.

Although the result was not significant, segregation
analysis of the families with Crohn's disease suggested
that a major recessive gene is present in about 7%,/0 of
patients with this disease. Since the penetrance of this
recessive susceptibility gene for Crohn's disease in the
homozygote was almost complete, the risk of disease in
a child with one parent with Crohn's disease induced
by this gene and one unaffected parent is about
30x 10- 4-namely, half the estimated gene frequency
in the background population.
Thus a considerable number of cases of both

ulcerative colitis and Crohn's disease are sporadic or
non-genetic. This is, however, compatible with a
population relative risk of 10 for family members
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because the population relative risk reflects the familial
occurrence relative to the population occurrence.

RESULTS OF OTHER STUDIES

Only a few studies have included segregation
analysis of family data on chronic inflammatory bowel
disease.'2-'4 Comparison of these studies is difficult
because of different patient populations. Selection bias
is specially important in family studies of diseases in
which only a minority of the cases have a genetic origin.
We studied an unselected, regionally defined, rela-
tively large group of thoroughly characterised patients
over at least nine years. During these years the
diagnosis had been corrected in 13 patients. We did not
obtain data on the families of patients with inflamma-
tory bowel disease who died between 1978 and 1987.
We believe that this was valid because the mortality
rate of patients with inflammatory bowel disease did
not differ from that expected in the background
population; most patients died of common, age related
diseases rather than inflammatory bowel disease'516;
and no correlation has been found between severity of
disease in probands and familial occurrence in other
populations'7 or in ours (unpublished data from our
previous study6).
Among 963 patients with ulcerative colitis from the

Stockholm county, Monsen et al found 65 with
affected first or second degree relatives, or both.'2 The
pedigrees of these 65 patients were divided into 124
nuclear families and segregation analysis indicated that
an additive major gene explained 11% of the total
phenotypic variance. The penetrance for the hetero-
zygote was 0-22. No residual familial aggregation was
found. To estimate the importance of the gene for cases
of ulcerative colitis in the general population the
authors stress the need for a larger dataset that is not
restricted to pedigrees with more than one affected
individual. However, the results of this Swedish study
are similar to ours. Distinction between additive and
dominant major genes is difficult when the disease is
rare and the information is limited to manifest disease.
The results of our segregation analysis for Crohn's

disease differ somewhat from those of Monsen et al."3
The Swedish data were again restricted to pedigrees of
families with at least two affected members, of which
there were 98 comprising 158 nuclear families. The
segregation analysis indicated the presence of a major
recessive gene, occurring with a frequency of 0-029,
which is six times the frequency we found. The
prevalence of Crohn's disease in Stockholm county was
74x10-5 compared with 55x10-5 in the county of
Copenhagen. However, the penetrance of the recessive
gene for Crohn's disease in the homozygote was only
27% in the age group 30-44 years in the Swedish study.
Furthermore, there was evidence for additional family
resemblance either in terms of multifactorial herit-
ability or in terms of a modifier gene.

In a German study designed more like ours except
for patients being included from a referral centre,
Kiister et al also found evidence for a major recessive
gene for Crohn's disease.'4 The proportion of cases
explained by presence of the gene was high if the
disease had early onset; overall about 30% of cases were
due to homozygosity for the susceptibility gene. This is
a much higher proportion than we found.
The results of a Swedish study of twins also

supported the role of a recessive gene. Eight of 18
monozygotic and one of 26 dizygotic twin pairs were
concordant for Crohn's disease.

CONCLUSIONS

To summarise, although the model including a
major recessive gene for Crohn's disease did not differ
significantly from that for the multifactorial model in
our patient population, we find it reasonable to believe

in this model. The model gave the best fit for our data
(table V) and it is the most plausible model: although
the incidence of Crohn's disease has increased9 and
although the disease may be underdiagnosed in older
people, we believe it unlikely that the intergenerational
difference in heritability should be as big as that given
in the multifactorial model with generational differ-
ence (table V). Finally, the two other studies in which
complex segregation analysis of family data on Crohn's
disease was performed also found evidence for the
recessive model.
The segregation analysis we used does not enable us

to determine the genetic relation between ulcerative
colitis and Crohn's disease since disease in relatives has
to be defined in the same way as for probands.
However, there seems to be a connection. As
previously described6 we found the sex and age
standardised population relative risk of Crohn's
disease among first degree relatives of patients with
ulcerative colitis to be 1 72 (95% confidence interval
0-36 to 5 04) and that of ulcerative colitis among first
degree relatives of Crohn's disease patients to be 3-85
(1-25 to 8 98). In the Swedish series of 1048 patients
with Crohn's disease 88 (8/4%) had one or more
relatives with Crohn's disease, 10 (1%) had relatives
with both Crohn's disease and ulcerative colitis, and
another 42 (4%) patients had a family history of
ulcerative colitis only.5 Among 963 patients with
ulcerative colitis 65 (6.7%) had relatives with ulcerative
colitis and 11 (1-1%) had relatives with Crohn's
disease.4 This co-occurrence of the diseases within
families may indicate that more genes, some of
which are shared, have a role in the aetiology, and
some factors in the shared environment may be of
significance for the expression of the diseases. Further
studies are needed to elucidate this.

In conclusion, our results suggest that in 10% of
patients with ulcerative colitis a dominant major gene
is of aetiological importance for the development of the
disease, and that about 7% of patients with Crohn's
disease are homozygous for a recessive susceptibility
gene. The next step may be genetic linkage studies to
determine the chromosomal location of the relevant
genes.

Appendix
Complex segregation analysis was performed with the

computer program POINTER.7 Nuclear families were
distinguished according to whether or not they were ascer-
tained through a pointer, which is defined as an affected
patient who leads to the ascertainment of a nuclear family but
who is not a member of this family.
There were 375 and 80 nuclear families ascertained through

a parent affected by ulcerative colitis or Crohn's disease,
respectively, which provide complete selection of the possible
phenotypes among the offspring of this matching type (table
I). The remaining families were ascertained through children
or other relatives, resulting in incomplete selection of
the possible offspring phenotypes. Incomplete selection is
corrected for in the analysis by taking into account the
ascertainment probability (H1) which is defined as the prob-
ability that an affected individual is a proband. It may be
estimated from the proportion of probands among affected
siblings of each proband (HI=X a(a-l)/X: a(r-1), where a is the
number of independently ascertained probands and r the total
number of affected siblings within the sibships). HI was
estimated at 0-26 for ulcerative colitis families. For Crohn's
disease, there was only one proband in each nuclear family,
corresponding to a H1 of 0, but for the purpose of the analysis it
was set to 0 001.

All the parameters of the model were estimated by
maximising the overall likelihood. To test the hypotheses, the
relevant parameters were held constant while estimating the
remaining parameters. The value reported was -2lnL+c,
where lnL is the natural logarithm of the likelihood and c is a
constant. The difference between the values of -2lnL+c
under the general model (with m parameters) and under
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a reduced model (with k parameters) is asymptotically
distributed as a X2 with m-k degrees offreedom.
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Abstract
Objective-To determine whether the relation

between high blood pressure and low birth weight is
initiated in utero or during infancy, and whether it
changes with age.
Design-A longitudinal study of children and

three follow up studies ofadults.
Setting-Farnborough, Preston, and Hertford-

shire, England, and a national sample in Britain.
Subjects-1895 children aged 0-10 years, 3240

men and women aged 36 years, 459 men and women
aged 46-54 years, and 1231 men and women aged
59-71 years. The birth weight ofall subjects had been
recorded.
Main outcome measure-Systolic blood pressure.
Results-At all ages beyond infancy people who

had lower birth weight had higher systolic blood
pressure. Systolic blood pressure was not related to
growth during infancy independently ofbirth weight.
The relation between systolic pressure and birth
weight became larger with increasing age so that,
after current body mass was allowed for, systolic
pressure at ages 64-71 years decreased by 5 2mmHg
(95% confidence interval 1l8 to 8 6) for every kg
increase in birth weight.
Conclusions-Essential hypertension is initiated

in fetal life. A raised blood pressure is then amplified
from infancy to old age, perhaps by a positive
feedback mechanism.

Introduction
Folkow suggested that there are two components in

the aetiology of essential hypertension: an initiating
process raises the blood pressure, and an amplifying
process progressively magnifies the difference through-
out life.' If this is true, the initiating abnormality could
be difficult to detect because it would have a small
effect on blood pressure in the early years of the
disease. There is little evidence on whether amplifi-
cation occurs in essential hypertension, though the rise
in blood pressure with increasing age is consistent with
this. It is clear that amplification occurs in secondary
hypertension. In patients with phaeochromocytoma,
Conn's syndrome, or renal artery stenosis, hyperten-

sion can persist even after the primary cause, the
tumour or stenosis, has been removed.23

Recent work has shown that raised blood pressure in
adults is associated with reduced growth in early life.45
Mean systolic and diastolic pressures of men and
women in middle and late life fall progressively from
those with the lowest birth weights to those with the
highest. Blood pressure is also higher in those whose
birth weights were low in relation to that expected from
their placental weights.4 Children show similar
relations.6 These findings could indicate that high
adult blood pressure is initiated in utero. Alternatively,
healthy infants oflow birth weight may have accelerated
growth, so called catch up growth, during the first six
months of life.78 If this accelerated early growth were
accompanied by an accelerated rise in blood pressure,
then the values would be set on a higher than expected
plane when tracking of blood pressure becomes
established after 6 months of age.9 10
We examined the timing of initiation of high blood

pressure and the occurrence of amplification by bring-
ing together data from four studies of children and
adults in Britain.

Methods
We used data from the following studies. In two of

them (Famborough and Hertfordshire) weight at 1
year of age was recorded in addition to birth weight.

CHILDREN

Farnborough-The Brompton study of blood
pressure was based on 1895 consecutive term ( >38
completed weeks of pregnancy) births at Farnborough
Hospital, Kent, from 1975 to 1977. The infants were
followed up at 4 days, 6 weeks, 6 months, 1 year, and
yearly thereafter to the age of 10 years; at each age
systolic pressure and weight were measured by a
standardised procedure. A 4 cm cuff was used at ages
up to 6 months, an 8 cm cuff from 6 months to 8 years,
and a 12 cm cuffon some children aged 5-8 years and all
children from 8-10 years. Details of the methods and
follow up rates have been published.9 We excluded two
children born at more than 42 completed weeks of
pregnancy.
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